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Introduction

Since Simpson’s (1944) seminal work, two key features

of evolutionary change have been studied: the ‘tempo’

(the rate) and the ‘mode’ (the manner or pattern).

Evolutionary tempo refers to the long-term rate at which

evolution proceeds (i.e. fast or slow) whereas the mode

refers to the temporal distribution of that change (i.e.

gradual or punctuated) (Ridley, 1993). The comparative

method allows estimation of statistical parameters related

to the tempo (d), mode (j) and the phylogenetic signal

(k) of the evolution of a trait (Pagel, 1994, 1999).

Evolutionary trends are produced when the average

value of a trait changes directionally within a clade.

Trends may be driven by anagenetic change accumulated

slowly within a species, with speciation (cladogenesis)

being a mechanism to iterate this process across species

(Gould, 2002). Thus, an evolutionary trend driven by

anagenesis may be caused by natural selection within a

lineage and also on average for a group of lineages if all

experience the same directional selective pressure (i.e.

natural selection favours the individuals holding a trait

that confers greater fitness; Ridley, 1993). Cladogenesis

may also produce evolutionary trends in a trait if the

species having such trait speciate more often than others

(Ridley, 1993; Mooers et al., 1999; Gould, 2002). In the

presence of bounds, a passive, nondriven evolutionary

trend can also be produced, because a trait will evolve

following a randomly generated diffusion away from that
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Abstract

Relative embryo size (E : S, the ratio of embryo to seed) is a key trait related to

germination ecology and seed plant evolution. A small, underdeveloped

embryo is a primitive feature of angiosperms, which has led to the hypothesis

that an evolutionary trend towards increasing E : S has occurred. Here, I

examine first the tempo and mode of E : S evolution in angiosperms; then I

test for phylogenetic associations of E : S with traits hypothetically related to

anagenetic (germination time) and cladogenetic (number of species per family

and differential speciation) change, and finally I test the existence of a

directional increasing trend in E : S. The analysis of the evolutionary tempo

suggests that E : S changed very fast early in evolutionary time and remained

stable later, which is consistent with early radiations and fits well with the

history of angiosperms consisting of rapid spread associated with great

diversification rates soon after their origin. E : S evolution in angiosperms

has not followed a punctuational mode of evolution but a scaled-gradualism

evolution in which stasis has occurred in longer branches of the phylogeny.

An evolutionary trend towards increasing E : S has not been actively driven by

anagenesis nor cladogenesis, although large E : S is associated with high levels

of diversification (i.e. number of species per family). This rapid ecological

diversification occurring in the early radiation probably produced an increas-

ing phenotypic variance in the E : S. Because the ancestral embryo was so

small, an increase in variance might have produced a passive trend towards

the only direction allowed for the ancestral embryo to evolve. Thus, a passive

diffusion away from a lower bound may explain the average increase in E : S.
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bound (McShea, 1994, 1998; Wang, 2001; Gould, 2002).

All these mechanisms producing trends are not exclusive,

and all of them can act in different proportions. Wang

(2001) has recently developed the skewness analysis to

quantitatively decompose trends into driven and passive

portions.

The study of evolutionary trends had been an exclusive

topic for palaeontologists, who analysed the skewness

of the trait distribution in monophyletic subclades

(McShea, 1994, 1998; Wang, 2001), but the develop-

ment of statistical techniques within the framework of

the comparative method has put this topic in the arena of

neontologists, who can trace the evolutionary history of

a clade without fossils, using only information from

extant species.

The evolution of angiosperms has traditionally been

understood as a history of evolutionary trends (Stebbins,

1974). One of the classical evolutionary trends proposed

in angiosperms is that of the relative embryo size,

measured as the embryo to seed ratio (E : S hereafter).

Small, underdeveloped embryos have been characterized

as a primitive feature of angiosperms by many authors

who have also suggested an evolutionary trend towards

seeds in which the E : S increases at the expense of the

endosperm (Martin, 1946; Stebbins, 1974; Baskin &

Baskin, 1998). More recently, Forbis et al. (2002) have

reconstructed the E : S value of the angiosperm ancestor

with standard phylogenetic methods, confirming its small

size but failing to detect a general directional increasing

trend. It must be noted that standard phylogenetic

models cannot detect directional trends because they

assume an unbiased random walk model of evolution

(Pagel, 1999). Instead, recent phylogenetic models allow

detection of directional trends by examining the corre-

lation between the taxa’s trait values and the total

phylogenetic distance of path length from the root of the

phylogenetic tree (Pagel, 1994, 1999).

The evolution of E : S in angiosperms is intrinsically

related to physiological processes like seed germination:

species having large embryos with storage cotyledons and

little endosperm germinate faster than species with small

embryos that depend on copious endosperm (Vivrette,

1995). Rapid germination is a heritable and usually

advantageous trait because it allows seedlings to establish

early, enhancing their competitive ability relative to

conspecifics (Geber & Griffen, 2003). Many case studies

have shown that earlier germinators grow, survive and

reproduce better than late germinators (see Verdú &

Traveset, 2005 for a review). Thus, fast germination

could be a selective force driving an anagenetic trend

towards increasing E : S in angiosperms.

From the cladogenetic perspective, E : S has also been

related to angiosperm diversification as species richness is

greater in families with larger E : S (Vivrette, 1995).

However, a phylogenetically informed analysis remains

to be done to confirm the relationships between E : S and

both germination rate and diversification.

This paper examines the evolution of angiosperm E : S

reconstructed by Forbis et al. (2002) by estimating: (i) its

evolutionary tempo to test slowed (consistent with early

radiation) vs. accelerated (consistent with late radiation)

evolutionary rates over time, (ii) its evolutionary mode to

test gradual vs. punctuated change and (iii), the existence

of a directional trend towards larger E : S driven by traits

hypothetically related to anagenetic (germination time)

and cladogenetic (diversification) change.

Material and methods

Data, phylogeny and sensitivity analyses

Data on E : S of angiosperms were obtained from Forbis

et al. (2002), who reconstructed the embryo to seed ratio

(E : S) of 179 family means after averaging 1218 species

from the illustrations of Martin (1946). I restricted my

analysis to angiosperms because few data on gymno-

sperm E : S were available and also because gymno-

sperms have a completely different history and seed

anatomy than angiosperms, which could have led to

different evolutionary mechanisms of E : S than those

originally hypothesized for angiosperms. Thus, I used 175

family means from 1208 angiosperm species after pru-

ning the 11 gymnosperm tips from Forbis et al. (2002)

phylogenetic tree. I used the tree with maximum

likelihood branch lengths that the authors reconstructed

from the B-series tree of Soltis et al. (2000) with

rearrangements according to Qiu et al. (1999) (Fig. 1).

Data on mean time of germination were obtained from

the Thompson and Morgan seed germination database

(http://www.backyardgardener.com/tm.html). This

database provides, at the genus level, the range of days

taken by the seeds to germinate under optimal condi-

tions. I calculated the mean germination time for each

family by averaging all the mean germination times of

the genera contained within each family. After correc-

tions for taxonomic synonymies following Mabberley

(1997) and Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (1998), I

calculated mean germination time for 765 genera from

160 families, but only used those families with E : S data

(n ¼ 100).

I tested the reliability of the Thompson and Morgan

database by comparing the obtained values against the

official sources (International Seed Testing Association

and Association Official Seed Analysts). To do this, I took

the total germination test duration of 64 families

from the Handbook of Seed Technology for genebanks

(Ellis et al., 1985) as a rough estimate of germination

time. Then, I correlated these values with those from the

Thompson and Morgan database. Both datasets were

positive and significantly correlated (Pearson r ¼ 0.3;

d.f. ¼ 64; P ¼ 0.01), confirming that the Thompson and

Morgan database is sufficiently reliable.

Data on the number of species per family were

obtained from Mabberley (1997). The family
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Fig. 1 Phylogenetic relationship of the families included in the dataset in which the E : S evolution has been studied. This tree is the same used

in Forbis et al. (2002) except the gymnosperm clade that has been pruned.
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Scrophulariaceae was excluded from this database

because it is not a monophyletic family and it was not

possible to assign the number of species belonging to

each of the four families in which Scrophulariaceae is

currently split. The entire database is available on request

from the author.

Sensitivity analyses were run by repeating the tests

after accommodating uncertainty on the topology of the

phylogeny, the branch lengths and character scoring

(Donoghue & Ackerly, 1996). Uncertainty on the

topology of the phylogeny was accounted for by

rerunning the tests in the alternative phylogenies

provided by Forbis et al. (2002). The first alternative

phylogeny rearranges the position of Ceratophyllaceae as

the sister group of monocots whereas the second

alternative phylogeny excludes Vitaceae from the tree.

Uncertainty on branch lengths was accommodated by

adding random noise to branch lengths of the tree (Dı́az-

Uriarte & Garland, 1998). The noise was normally

distributed, with variance proportional to current branch

length. A variance multiplier of 0.1 was entered to add to

branch lengths. Thus, if branch length is 10, the noise

added will have a variance of 1.0 (0.1 · 10). Uncertainty

on character scoring (E : S and germination time) was

accommodated by adding random noise to the trait mean

values. Because E : S and germination time data were

obtained at genus level and averaged to family level, I

used the family means and variances of the original

datasets to generate normally distributed random noise

with these parameters. This method was not used to add

noise to the number of species per family because this

value has no associated variance in the original source

(Mabberley, 1997). Isaac & Purvis (2004) have recently

shown that the taxonomic uncertainty on species

numbers does not compromise the validity of tests of

correlates of species richness when the study traits are

not associated to taxonomic splitting, as occurs with E : S

and germination time. Thus, uncertainty on the species

numbers was not considered. However, results must be

interpreted with caution because it is difficult to ensure

that these variables are not potentially correlated with

the chance of a new species to be described throughout a

third, unknown, biological factor or because of the

appeal to taxonomists (Isaac & Purvis, 2004). For

example, if seed mass is a taxonomic criterion and if

seed mass is correlated to E : S ratio, this may bias the

analysis.

Tempo and mode of evolution

I estimated the three scaling parameters (k,j and d) in the

phylogeny to test for the contribution of the phylogeny,

the mode and the tempo of E : S evolution with the

Continuous software (Pagel, 1999). The contribution of

the phylogeny to the observed values of E : S was tested

by comparing models with different k values in a

likelihood ratio (LR) test. The parameter k reveals if the

phylogeny correctly predicts the patterns of covariance

among taxa on a given character (Freckleton et al., 2002).

This parameter is similar to the measure of the phylo-

genetic signal of Blomberg et al. (2003), that is, it tests the

tendency for related taxa to resemble each other, with no

implication as to the cause of such a resemblance. If k is

not significantly different from zero, then related taxa are

not more similar than expected by chance, and therefore

the trait is evolving among the species as if they were

independent (i.e. as in star-like phylogenies or non-

phylogenetic informed cross-species analyses). If k differs

from zero, but it is small (i.e. 1 > k > 0), then the tree

topology over-estimates the covariance among species. In

this situation some phylogenetic correction is needed,

although it is expected that the phylogenetic history will

have a minimal effect. Finally, if k ¼ 1, then the default

phylogeny can be used to inform the analyses because

the trait is evolving as expected given the topology of the

tree (i.e. following the constant variance random walk

model assumed by many comparative methods).

The mode of E : S evolution was studied by comparing

the likelihoods of models with different j values. This

parameter differentially stretches or compresses individ-

ual branch lengths in the phylogenetic tree. If j does not

differ from zero, then trait evolution has been independ-

ent on the branch lengths, which is consistent with

punctuated evolution. If trait evolution has followed the

branch lengths of the tree, then j will not differ from the

unity, which is consistent with default gradualism. If j is

significantly greater than one, then the long branches

need to be stretched more than shorter ones, indicating

that the rate of evolution accelerates within a long

branch. Finally, if j is significantly smaller than one (and

greater than zero), then the long branches need to be

compressed more than shorter ones, indicating stasis on

the longer branches.

The tempo of E : S evolution was tested by comparing

the likelihoods of models with different d values. The

parameter d is the power at which the pathlengths (root

to tip distances in the tree) are raised, and it detects

whether the rate of character evolution has slowed

(d < 1; shorter paths contribute much more to trait

evolution) or accelerated (d > 1; longer paths contribute

much more to trait evolution) over time from the roots to

the tips of the tree. As shorter paths represent earlier

evolution in the phylogeny, slowed evolution is consis-

tent with early radiation. Likewise, as longer paths

represent later evolution in the phylogeny, accelerated

evolution is consistent with late radiation (Pagel, 1994,

1999; see Harmon et al., 2003 for an empirical example).

Evolutionary trend

Driven by anagenesis
The existence of an evolutionary trend towards increas-

ing E : S driven by anagenesis was assessed in the

Continuous software by means of a generalized least
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squares approach (GLS) in which the log-likelihood of a

directional random-walk model was statistically com-

pared to that of the standard constant–variance random

walk model (Pagel, 1997, 1999). The directional model

has, in addition to the variance of the evolution param-

eter of the standard model, another parameter that

measures the regression of trait values across taxa against

total path length from the root to the tips of the

phylogeny. Both models were statistically compared by

means of a LR test statistic, which is asymptotically

distributed as a v2 random variable with 1 d.f.

To explore possible adaptive forces associated to ana-

genesis, I tested the phylogenetic association between

E : S and mean germination time by means of a GLS

approach under the fittest evolutionary model (direc-

tional vs. standard constant-variance random walk mod-

els) in which the phylogeny was scaled with the three

scaling parameters explained above. The GLS correlated

evolution test compares the likelihood of an evolutionary

model in which the covariances between traits have been

set to zero (i.e. correlation ¼ 0) against another model in

which the covariances take the maximum likelihood

values (i.e. correlation „ 0).

If the evolution of a trait is constrained by the presence

of bounds (like E : S, that is a proportion of embryo to

seed and therefore bounded between 0 and 100%), an

evolutionary trend driven by anagenesis produces

skewed distributions of that trait in the same direction

(right-skewed for increasing trends and left-skewed

for decreasing trends) for both the whole clade and

its constituent subclades lying away from the bound

(McShea, 1994). Thus, right-skewed distributions may be

caused by selection if increases occur more often than

decreases on account of the advantage to individuals of

higher values of the dimension in question. Alternat-

ively, passive (nondriven) trends may be produced when

the trait originates close to that bound and therefore the

most probably evolution follows a randomly generated

temporal drift away from that wall. Under this situation,

the clade’s distribution is skewed by the presence of the

bound but the subclades from the tail of that distribution,

far from that bound, will have no tendency to be skewed

(McShea, 1994).

I tested if the presence of bounds results in an anagenetic

driven or a passive trend towards increasing E : S by

calculating the symmetry of the E : S distribution (skew-

ness) for the angiosperm clade and for each of its five

largest monophyletic groups (subclades). These subclades

were Asterids, Core Eudicots, Euasterids, Eurosids and

Eumagnolids. Twenty-six families were excluded from the

skewness analysis because they were not monophyletic

groups containing a minimum sample size (sample size

was <9 families for all of them). The shape of the density

plot representing the E : S distribution in the angiosperm

clade was not affected by the exclusion of these families. I

tested whether the skewness estimates significantly

departed from zero following the procedure outlined by

Zar (1996). Density plots were drawn with the help of the

ldahist (MASS) function in the R statistical software

programme (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996).

I also quantified the driven and passive portions of this

evolutionary trend by calculating the skewness between

and within subclades, and the skewness due to changes

in variance among subclades, as suggested by Wang

(2001). Driven trends are characterized by large within-

group skewness because all the groups (subclades) are

similarly skewed as a result of a common selective

pressure. In contrast, passive trends may be characterized

by large between-group skewness (because only sub-

clades near the bounds are skewed) or by large

heteroskedasticity skewness (because the variance of

the subclades near the bounds is different to that of the

clades far from that bound). Negative logs of the E : S

were taken to fulfil the assumptions of the model

regarding the non-negative skewness of each group and

the increase of the variance with the mean. The analysis

was run with a code written by Steve Wang for the R

statistical software program (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996).

Driven by cladogenesis
The number of species per family has previously been

used as a proxy for angiosperm diversification rates after

testing the significance of the correlation between this

variable and net diversification rates, that takes into

account the age of angiosperm taxa based on the fossil

record (Magallón & Sanderson, 2001; Verdú, 2002).

Large phylogenetic trees resolved at the species level are

extremely rare, and we therefore have to work at present

with trees resolved at higher taxonomic levels. Two

different approaches to the study of cladogenesis have

been used in studies dealing with diversification (speci-

ation minus extinction) in these higher level phyloge-

nies: the first approach uses the number of species per

taxa (family, order, etc.) as a trait associated with each tip

(e.g. Ricklefs & Renner, 1994; Tiffney & Mazer, 1995;

Heilbuth, 2000; Verdú, 2002) whereas the second one

focuses on the behaviour of each internal node (¼
speciation event) of the phylogeny (Savolainen et al.,

2002; Webster et al., 2003). The species-counting method

extends the analysis until the species level, but it does not

take into account the phylogenetic relationships beyond

the tips (i.e. it is like grafting a star-like phylogeny

containing all the species per family onto each tip of the

family level phylogeny). In contrast, the method of the

nodes is a complete phylogenetic-informed analysis, but

it does not extend the analysis to the species level. Here I

use both methods to test if E : S is associated to

cladogenesis. For the species-counting approach, I run a

correlation between E : S and the number of species per

family in the Continuous software as explained above for

germination rate. Unlike other methods previously used

to test for correlations of species richness (Agapow &

Isaac, 2002), the GLS method used here does not rely on

the reconstruction of ancestral states in internal nodes
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and allows incorporation of the scaling parameters and

the evolutionary model (directional or nondirectional) to

the test (Pagel, 1994, 1999).

For the method of nodes, I followed Nee et al.’s (1992)

procedure by testing if taxa with large E : S speciate more

often than taxa with small E : S. If this pattern occurs,

then a shorter daughter branch derived from each node

will tend to end in the greater E : S clade. Node values

were reconstructed by means of the phylogenetic inde-

pendent contrasts implemented in the PDAP programme

(Garland et al., 1993). The hypothesis that shorter

branches from each node lead to large E : S clades more

often than expected by chance was tested with a v2 test.

Results

Tempo and mode of evolution

Phylogenetic correction is needed to study the evolution of

E : S in angiosperms because the scaling parameter k was

significantly different from zero [k ¼ 0.95 (0.79–1); esti-

mate and 95% confidence interval; LR ¼ 30.67;

P << 0.01]. The default phylogeny is appropriate to inform

the subsequent analyses because k was not significantly

different from unity (LR ¼ 0.53; P ¼ 0.30). The value of k
is robust to different sources of uncertainty because

strongly similar values and confidence intervals were

obtained with alternative phylogenies, with noised branch

lengths and with noised E : S values (results not shown).

The mode of E : S evolution was not consistent with

either punctuational or gradual modes of change because

the parameter j (0.63; 0.32–0.97) was significantly greater

than 0 (LR ¼ 8.66; P << 0.001) and smaller than 1 (LR ¼
)39.78; P < 0.01). A j value between 0 and 1 is consistent

with a mode of change in which stasis has occurred in

longer branches of the phylogeny, as if the rate of

evolution decelerates within a long branch. The estimated

value of j is robust to topological and branch length

uncertainty but slightly sensible to character scoring

uncertainty because the confidence interval included 1

(0.78; 0.45–1.13) when noise was added to E : S.

The tempo of E : S evolution estimated by the param-

eter d (0.31; 0.02–0.84) indicates that evolution has

slowed over time from the root to the tips of the

phylogenetic tree, as the parameter was significantly

smaller than 1 (LR ¼ 3.16; P £ 0.01). The estimation of d
is robust to character scoring and branch length uncer-

tainty but slightly sensible to topological uncertainty

because the confidence interval of d in the phylogeny

rearranging the position of Ceratophyllaceae included 1

(d ¼ 0.42; 0.04–1.01).

Evolutionary trend

Driven by anagenesis
The existence of an evolutionary trend towards an

increase in E : S driven by anagenesis was not supported

by the GLS analysis, as the log-likelihood of the direc-

tional random-walk model (L ¼ )41.92) did not differ

significantly from that of the standard constant-variance

random walk model (L ¼ )42.01) (LR ¼ 0.081; P ¼
0.61; Fig. 2). This result was robust to all the studied

sources of uncertainty.

The presence of bounds did not support the existence

of an anagenesis-driven trend towards increasing E : S,

because the expected E : S right-skewed distribution of

the angiosperms clade and its constituent subclades was

not detected (Fig. 3). The E : S density plot of the

angiosperm clade shows a tri-modal distribution, corres-

ponding to the shape of its constituent subclades (Fig. 3,

top). The first peak corresponds to the subclade with the

smallest E : S average (Eumagnoliids), the second peak to

the clades with medium E : S averages (Core Eudicots,

Euasterids and Asterids) and the third to the clade with

the higher E : S mean (Eurosids) (Fig. 3, bottom). The

only significantly skewed subclades were those in the

extremes of the E : S distribution, and the direction of

the skewness was opposite: to the right for the subclade

located in the smaller E : S extreme and to the left for the

subclade located in the greater E : S extreme.
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Fig. 2 Embryo size (top panel) has not followed an evolutionary

trend whereas the time needed to germinate (bottom panel) has

decreased since the origin of angiosperms, as shown when each trait

value is plotted against the phylogenetic distance separating con-

temporary taxa (tips) from the ancestor (root).
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The partitioning of skewness indicates that the hetero-

skedasticity skewness predominates (60%) over the

within- and between-group skewness (39.4 and 0.6%,

respectively), which is consistent with a passive trend

produced by an increase in variance.

Mean germination time, a possible adaptive force

associated to anagenesis, followed a decreasing evolu-

tionary trend because the directional model (L ¼

)558.01) explained the data better than the constant-

variance model (L ¼ )563.72) (LR test ¼ 5.71; d.f. ¼ 1;

P < 0.001), suggesting that germination time has shor-

tened since the origin of angiosperms (Fig. 2). However,

germination time under such directional model was not

related to E : S (correlation ¼ )0.064; LR ¼ 0.12; P ¼
0.61). The results were robust to the different sources of

uncertainty analysed.

Driven by cladogenesis
The species counting and the node methods provided

different results. E : S was positively related to the

number of species per family (correlation ¼ 0.22; LR

test ¼ 4.33; P < 0.01). In constrast, the number of nodes

in which shorter branches ended in large E : S clades

(32 of 55) was not more frequent than expected by

chance (v2
1 ¼ 1.473; P ¼ 0.22). These results did not

change by using alternative phylogenies or after the

addition of noise to branch lengths.

Discussion

The evolution of angiosperm E : S is consistent with a

scaled-gradualism mode in which stasis has occurred in

longer branches of the phylogeny and a decelerated

tempo in which the rate of E : S evolution has slowed

over time. An evolutionary trend towards increasing

E : S has not been driven by anagenesis nor cladogenesis,

although large E : S is associated with high levels of

diversification (i.e. number of species per family).

The evolution of E : S in angiosperms cannot be

understood without a phylogenetic framework because

this trait shows a significant phylogenetic signal (sensu

Blomberg et al., 2003). The scaling parameter used to test

the necessity of phylogenetic corrections (k) also indi-

cates that the angiosperm phylogeny used in the current

analysis is appropriate because E : S evolution are evol-

ving as expected given the tree topology, that is,

following a Brownian constant-variance random walk

model.

Even after ensuring that the phylogeny used here is

appropriate to study E : S evolution, it is worthwhile to

look at two main types of biases that could be affecting

the results reported here. The first type is related to the

uncertainty on different sources of information. The

sensitivity analyses reported here show that results are

very robust to topological, branch length and character

scoring uncertainty, although many other untested

scenarios (e.g. new phylogenies, new E : S data) could

generate new uncertainty. The second type of bias is

related to taxon sampling, which may affect the corre-

lations shown here if the study traits (E : S, germination

rate, and diversification rate) do not evolve independ-

ently of the sampling character (see Ackerly, 2000 for an

explanation of the statistical consequences of sampling

bias). The sampling character can be found in Martin

(1946) because he provided the ‘ancestral’ source of the
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Fig. 3 Angiosperm density plot (top panel) shows that embryo size

(E : S) is trimodal and nonskewed (skewness ± SE ¼ )0.05 ± 0.20;

n ¼ 149, P > 0.05), but its constituent subclades close to the left

and right walls (bottom panel) are skewed. 1 Asterids (0.39 ± 0.55;

n ¼ 17; P > 0.05); 2 Core Eudicots ()0.31 ± 0.58; n ¼ 15; P > 0.05);

3Euasterids (0.37 ± 0.43;n ¼ 29;P > 0.05);4Eurosids ()1.67 ± 0.34;

n ¼ 49; P < 0.01); 5 Eumagnolids (1.47 ± 0.38; n ¼ 39; P < 0.01).
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E : S data used here, and he only recognises a slight

geographical (USA) sampling bias. As long as this bias is

not expected to be correlated with my study traits, results

shown here may be considered robust to taxon sampling

bias.

A change from E : S ¼ 14% in the angiosperm ances-

tor to the average tip values of around 52% has led to the

hypothesis that an increasing directional trend has been

produced in E : S (Forbis et al., 2002). However, such a

directional trend was not detected in an anagenetic

scenario after comparing constant-variance vs. direc-

tional random-walk models. Ancestor state reconstruc-

tion has been shown to be wrong under nonBrownian

motion or in the absence of phylogenetic signal or in the

presence of evolutionary trends (Oakley et al., 2000;

Laurin, 2004). None of these situations is followed by

E : S evolution, and therefore the ancestral state of E : S

is not expected to be erroneously reconstructed.

Then, if the reconstructed ancestral E : S value is

correctly estimated in 14%, and the average tip values

are around 52%, why is a directional trend not detected?

Anagenetic and cladogenetic processes have been in-

voked to explain such a trend. The anagenetic process

leading to increasing E : S was based on the relationship

between E : S and another trait that is under directional

selection (germination time). Vivrette (1995) found in a

nonphylogenetically informed analysis that the larger the

E : S, the faster the germination. Because rapid germi-

nation is a heritable trait that usually enhances plant

fitness by means of the competitive advantages of the

earlier seedlings, this trait is subjected to directional

selection (Geber & Griffen, 2003; Verdú & Traveset,

2005). Supporting this hypothesis on germination time

evolution, I have found here that germination time

follows a directional trend towards a reduction in the

number days required to germinate. However, a con-

comitant trend in the E : S evolution has not been

produced because both variables are not related once

phylogeny is accounted for. It should also be noted that

other characters affecting germination velocity, such as

other types of seed dormancy (i.e. physiological, physical

and morphophysiological) and the type of habitat may

mask the relationship between E : S and germination

time (see Forbis et al., 2002 for a discussion on the role of

these characters in the evolution of E : S).

A cladogenetic process could also explain an evolu-

tionary E : S trend if the families with large E : S

diversify more than others. This process has not occurred

as long as shorter branch lengths do not end in greater

E : S clades more often than expected by chance.

However, when the number of species per family was

used as the proxy for diversification, then a highly

significant correlation between E : S and diversification

arises, similar to that found by Vivrette (1995) . It should

be noted that using the number of species within families

as a trait associated to each tip is like grafting star-like

phylogenies onto the tree, and therefore the phylogenet-

ic relationships are not properly accounted for (Nee et al.,

1992). Thus, both methods may be testing diversification

rates in different parts of the tree, with the species

counting method being affected greatly by cladogenesis

nearer the tips. Alternatively, these apparently contra-

dictory findings may be explained if large E : S is not the

cause, but the consequence of successful cladogenesis in

the presence of E : S bounds. This is because rapid

ecological diversification occurring in evolutionary radi-

ations usually leads to a greater variety of phenotypic

states among terminal taxa, or in other words, to

increasing phenotypic variance (Schluter, 2000; Harmon

et al., 2003; Ackerly & Nyfeller, 2004). And an increase in

variance may produce passive trends in the presence of

bounds (Wang, 2001).

Both premises (rapid diversification and the presence

of bounds) are present in the history of angiosperm E : S

evolution. Early rapid radiation characterized by a rapid

increase in the diversification rate followed by a later

decline has been confirmed for angiosperms (Midgley &

Bond, 1991a, b; Crane et al., 1995; Davies et al., 2004).

A similar pattern has been shown here for the evolu-

tionary tempo of E : S because the phylogenetic scaling

parameters indicate that this trait changed very fast early

in evolutionary time and remained stable later, which is

consistent with early radiations (Pagel, 1999). If radia-

tions are accompanied by phenotypic diversification

(Schluter, 2000; Harmon et al., 2003; Ackerly & Nyfeller,

2004), the unique direction for the ancestral small

embryo to diversify was towards increasing values. Thus,

the increase in the average E : S size obeys a mere

statistical, passive mechanism and not a driven trend.

This mechanism, named ‘diffusion within a structured

design space’ (Fisher, 1986), or the ‘drunkard’s walk’

(Gould, 2002), shows that trends (more specifically, the

skewed distributions) may arise in a random system

because of the presence of a constraining boundary and

despite equal probabilities for movement either to the

right or to the left. The embryo of angiosperms originated

and evolved very close to the left wall of the E : S. This

left wall is 0% because seeds without an embryo are not

compatible with life, and the initial angiosperm relative

embryo size was 14%. According to the statistical model

described above, the embryo in angiosperms has evolved

away from the left wall toward an increase in the average

size. Likewise, a right wall (E : S ¼ 100%) is bounding

the evolution of embryos in angiosperms because

embryos larger than the seed are, again, not compatible

with life. This right wall was far from the E : S of the

angiosperms ancestor and therefore it should not limit

the early passive trend produced towards an increase in

the average E : S. However, once large embryos evolved,

the right wall may have acted as a boundary producing

passive trends in the opposite direction. Indeed, only the

angiosperm subclades close to the left and right walls are

skewed (Fig. 3), indicating that branching bias is not

operating uniformly across the state space and therefore
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that a driven trend does not exist (McShea, 1994).

Additional evidence against a directional trend towards

increasing E : S in the presence of bounds is the fact that

the angiosperms E : S heteroskedasticity skewness pre-

dominates over the within and between groups skew-

ness, which is a typical feature of passive trends produced

by bounds (Wang, 2001).

In summary, the increase of E : S in angiosperms

cannot be explained by the advantages of fast germina-

tion or successful cladogenesis of large E : S families.

Instead, a diffusion away from morphological boundaries

may explain this E : S increase produced in the early

radiation that allowed the angiosperms to colonize new

habitats.
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